A __ helmet was often worn in the tropics in the late 1800s
A sou'wester is worn for protection from wind and __
Typical French headwear
What a king and queen wears
If you are bad in class you might have to wear a __ cap
A __ hat is often shown having a propeller on top
Holly Hobbie wore a __
Charlie Chaplin and Laurel and Hardy wore this type of hat
Stetson and ten-gallon are types of __ hats
The type of hat Indiana Jones wears
You should wear one of these when riding a bike or motorcycle
A frilly, full cap worn indoors by women in the 18th and 19th centuries
This is worn with a suit coat with tails
Headdress of Asian origin consisting of a long scarf around the head
What a nun wears on her head
The French word for hat
At a construction site you should always wear a __ __
Jackie Kennedy wore this type of hat when her husband was killed
A __ hat is similar to a baseball cap, but made of foam and mesh
A piece of cloth or handkerchief that can be worn as a head covering
Popular sport headwear that is worn casually off the field
Davy Crockett made this type of cap popular
Large hat with turned up edges worn for shade in Mexico
Three-cornered hat that was popular with the founding fathers
Another name for a skull cap worn by Jewish men
This is another name for a ski mask that covers your whole face
Sherlock Holmes is portrayed as wearing this type of hat
On ceremonial occasions Native Americans wore elaborate __
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